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...towards global
sustainable development

The thematic track on Valuation of Energy
Costs in the Indian Context was the final
phase of a three-phase study undertaken
by The Energy and Resources Institute
(TERI) along with the World Bank Group.
An outline paper was tabled at the event
showcasing India Inc.’s preparedness in
placing a value to the energy costs.

DR ANNAPURNA VANCHESWARAN,
Senior Director, TERI,
welcomed the lead discussants and participants
following which the theme was set by
DR PRODIPTO GHOSH, Former Secretary,
Ministry of Environment and Forest and Distinguished
Fellow, TERI. He spoke about the proxy carbon
markets existing in India, including the Perform
Achieve and Trade (PAT) scheme and the Renewable
Purchase Obligation (RPO). Such instruments, he
said, focus on putting a price on primary energy,
which is closely related to carbon pricing. He shared
that the Government of India, while formulating the
National Action Plan on Climate Change in 2008,
did not create explicit carbon market instruments,
because of two reasons—first, India abhors any legally
binding cap on carbon emissions; second, there was a
global carbon market in operation and India is a very
important player in clean development mechanisms
(CDMs) in which a lot of corporate investments
turned sour because of International developments
over which the government has no particular control.
Under the Paris Agreement, a new international
carbon market is being negotiated with likely
interlinked global, national, and sub-national carbon
markets across the world. India may also be a part of
this global carbon market with a functioning internal
carbon market and schemes, such as the
PAT mechanism and RPO, would still function.

Dr Prodipto Ghosh,
Former Secretary, MoEF and Distinguished Fellow, TERI

Mr Rajesh Miglani,
Senior Climate Business Specialist, South Asia, IFC

Mr Venkatesh Valluri,
Chairman, Valluri Technology Accelerators

MR RAJESH MIGLANI,
Senior Climate Business Specialist, South Asia, IFC,
representing the World Bank Group, in his introductory
remarks spoke about the Carbon Pricing Leadership
Coalition (CPLC), a voluntary initiative which aims to
bring together leaders from the public and private sector
with an objective to implement effective carbon pricing
policies worldwide. This coalition is growing very fast
with more than hundred countries stating their intent of
using carbon pricing instruments to meet their carbon
pledges in the Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDCs). Currently in India, there are seven companies
who are a part of CPLC.
Mr Miglani shared that inspite of having a coal cess in
India (which amounts to about $7 per ton of carbon
dioxide [CO2] emissions), companies should still have
a carbon price to proactively calculate the right price of
carbon and internalise it. This would help in shaping the
future investment decisions of the company. The CPLC
has created a global platform to learn from the peers
and a repository of knowledge in the public domain.
Companies can join CPLC by demonstrating leadership
in the carbon space.
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MR VENKATESH VALLURI,
Chairman, Valluri Technology Accelerators & Valluri
Change Foundation and Executive Council Member,
TERI Council for Business Sustainability, gave special
remarks for the session. He spoke about the increasing
prevalence rate of diseases like cancer which presently
affect 1 in 10 people in India and may soon affect
as many as 1 in 3 people, spreading like viral fever.
The major cause for this, he said, is environmental
degradation and pollution. Good living conditions
and environmental sustainability has become more
important now when humanity is getting affected.
Carbon pricing is one of the possible solutions. The
price presently varies from $1 in Japan to $130 in
Sweden, but there exists a dichotomy about how to
actually charge this price. India contributes to 4% of
the global pollution presently and further economic
growth cannot be based on industries and technologies
that mess up the environment. For this, there are three
pillars that India needs to take into consideration,
namely technology, standards, and pricing.
Following the introductory remarks, the round-table
discussion with a group of lead discussants represented
by senior officials from 17 leading companies was
moderated by AMB. AJAI MALHOTRA, Distinguished
Fellow & Sr Advisor (Climate Change), TERI. The
discussions were held on the themes titled ‘Start
Spreading the News: Sharing Corporate Experiences in
GHG Mitigation’ and ‘Making the Mare Go: Financing
Challenges and Opportunities’.

General Manager, NABARD;
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The first lead discussant, MR VINOD PALIWAL,
Sr Manager, Shree Cement Ltd, shared his company’s
initiatives and experiences in reducing greenhouse
(GHG) emissions. He shared various energy efficiency
measures, such as installation of waste heat recovery
systems resulting in reduction of 4 lakh tonnes of CO2,
usage of alternate fuels and raw materials like fly ash,
waste and water use reduction initiatives, etc. Shree
Cement Ltd focussed on material substitution with a
rate of 22% that helped in reduction of CO2 emissions.
The next lead discussant, MR ANIL PINTO, Head
Strategy, Power Vertical, Vedanta Ltd, spoke about
the Vedanta Sustainability Framework that mandates
emission reduction targets to be met by each facility,
and measures taken by them to reduce their emissions
every year. Post the INDCs’ submission, Vedanta Ltd
made a public announcement to make changes in
their sustainability framework to include reconstitution
of carbon strategy, carbon intensity reduction, and
introduction of internal carbon pricing.
MR LINGARAJ DINNI,
Wipro Ltd, shared that the company has set up long-term
targets to reduce emissions. The company looks at a
two-step approach; first, initiatives within the fence, like
retrofitting, and second, procurement of green energy.
Wipro Ltd has undertaken a comprehensive natural
capital accounting study over the last three years, where
the social cost of carbon has been taken as $120 per
tonne of CO2, calculating the amount which can be
possibly charged by the environment for the company’s
emissions, water usage, and waste generated and

biodiversity affected. The company calculated that 40%
of the total emissions are within their fence and 60%
outside. Wipro Ltd. looks forward to reduce both types
of emissions in the coming years.
MR GAURAV SARUP,
Sr Manager, Sustainability (HSEQ & Security), Cairn
India, shared that the company powers 70% of its
operations using low carbon fuels. The company
consistently benchmarks their energy efficiency to stay
under the industry benchmark set by the global oil and
gas producers. Rising emissions in the company in the
past 3–4 years led to introduction of energy efficiency
measures, resulting in decreased emissions, in turn
reducing their GHG footprint.
Then next set of questions were addressed by the CPLC
member companies. Amb. Malhotra posed questions
on how implementation of internal carbon pricing has
affected their business operations and the strategies
employed to arrive at an internal carbon price.
MR ANIRBAN GHOSH,
Chief Sustainability Officer— Mahindra Group,
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, shared that CPLC, as a tool,
has helped the Mahindra Group in reducing its carbon
footprint. Initiatives were taken to reduce the carbon
emissions by manufactured vehicles by 25–30% and to
double energy productivity by 2030.
MS ALKA TALWAR,
Head—Corporate Sustainability, Tata Chemicals Ltd,
shared that the Tata group has been working towards
GHG emission reduction since 2007 by looking at
initiatives like sustainable packaging, transport, waste
recovery, etc. Ms Talwar shared that implementing an
internal carbon price has been a difficult journey for
the company. The issue has been addressed by putting
together a team including the chief financial officer
(CFO), financial team, and the sustainability team. The
expected outcome of putting an internal carbon price
was understood by the team before actually setting up a
shadow price.

Mr Anirban Ghosh,
Chief Sustainability Officer—Mahindra Group,
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd

MR U P SINGH,
Sr Manager—Corporate Sustainability, Tata Steel
Ltd, shared that the company has reduced its carbon
emissions over the last decade by 27% and is currently
looking at how to put internal carbon price. The
company plans to roll out a carbon price within a
couple of months.
MR DAMANDEEP SINGH,
Director, CDP India, shared that 500 high emitting
companies globally are not pricing their carbon; out of
these, 400 are headquartered in countries where some
form of carbon pricing mechanism exists. In India,
there has been an increase in companies pricing their
carbon from 27 in 2015 to 44 in 2016 that are either
pricing carbon internally or are planning to do so in
the next two years. The momentum is increasing in the
emerging economies.
Discussion on the second theme, ‘Making the Mare
Go: Financing Challenges’, followed immediately.

external. Internal mechanisms include promotion of
energy efficiency among employees and externally
through inclusion of green technologies in
operations of the company.
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MR M K BISWAS,
Dy. General Manager (Corporate Planning),
GAIL (India) Ltd, a natural gas transmission
and distribution company, shared the financial
challenges of setting up a green technology system.
He said that natural gas is a bridging fuel in
moving towards renewable energy. GAIL has also
undertaken initiatives related to renewable energy
in various parts of India for moving towards green
energy and increased efficiency.

Amb. Malhotra set the theme by saying that there is
no dichotomy between social value maximisation
and stakeholder value maximisation, and in many
cases it goes hand in hand. There is a growing global
momentum for pricing carbon and one of the ways to
raise funds is through carbon markets, since investors
too are welcoming carbon pricing. It is now seen as
risk mitigation and a useful tool for promoting market
innovation and clean technology adoption driving a lowcarbon economic growth.

MR RAJESH MIGLANI,
Senior Climate Business Specialist, South Asia,
IFC, shared best practices on climate finance from
around the world. He shared that IFC is coming
up with a Green Cornerstone Fund of $2 billion
to lead the climate finance momentum around the
world. He said that one of the major challenges in
mobilising green funds lies in mobilizing finances
from the private sector, who are key in meeting with
the financial requirement to combat climate change.

MR SURINDER MAKHIJA,
Senior Vice President, Jain Irrigation Systems, shared
some of the financing challenges in GHG mitigation in
India and spoke about various initiatives taken by the
company, including calculating carbon footprint and
installation of renewable energy infrastructure.

MR VIVEK ADHIA,
Head—Business Engagements, WRI India, shared
that there is an immense cusp of possibilities with
the growing emerging economies. Cumulatively,
approximately $89 trillion of infrastructural
investment will happen in the next few years.
Moving towards a low carbon growth also makes
economic sense for the world today. He said that
well-designed carbon schemes can also lead to
increased green revenue as seen in the case of
British Columbia.

MR HIMANSHU BHATNAGAR,
Manager—Project Appraisal, PTC India, shared that as a
part of the financial arm of the PTC Group, the company
has come up with two types of reforms—internal and

MR SUNIL KUMAR,
General Manager, NABARD (National Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development), an apex development bank
fully owned by Government of India and Reserve Bank of
India. NABARD is the national implementing entity for the
adaptation fund board and a direct access entity for Green
Climate Fund. He shared that the fund requirement for
INDCs is huge and NABARD is actively promoting projects
that are climate friendly. Their organization supports
programmes to promote efficient energy equipment using
success-fee payment model to promote energy efficiency.
MR ARUNAVO MAUKHERJEE,
Vice President - Advisory Services, Tata Cleantech Ltd,
shared that they promote sustainable businesses and
clean fuels as a part of their company strategy to promote
sustainable development with a growing portfolio of
projects in solar and wind energy.
MR CHANDAN BHAVNANI,
Vice President, Responsible Banking, YES BANK Ltd,
shared that for YES Bank, carbon pricing is more of a risk

mitigation strategy. A convergence can be seen between
carbon pricing, environmental social and governance,
investor shifts and hidden costs associated with carbon
emissions like health costs, etc. So when a price is put
on carbon emissions, it leads to promotion of green
technologies. Climate finance is a very important piece
of portfolio for YES Bank Ltd. He said that investments in
green energy sector will keep growing in the future as the
risks are lesser and investors do not like to take risks.
YES Bank has a first mover advantage since it started
working in the renewable energy sector in 2008 itself
when the momentum was still in its nascent stages.
AMB. MALHOTRA concluded the track by saying that
a huge amount of money is needed to address the
problem of climate change and it cannot be met by CSR
initiatives alone. In the face of expected long-term climate
disruptions, companies must be proactive to secure
resilience of their businesses and by effectively pricing
carbon; companies can internalsze the future costs of
environmental damage.

Key takeaways of the session:
1. The industry has to take a proactive role in undertaking initiatives for mitigation of climate change. One of the
tools includes internalising a carbon price. This will make their investment future proof and channelise their
business towards a greener pathway.
2. While the industry takes a proactive role, there will be challenges like lack of technical understanding on
methods of internalising carbon costs and financing challenges that can be dealt with through collaborative
efforts and handholding.
3. There is a need for a standardised carbon pricing amongst the industry peers through Natural Resource Accounting
and identifying suitable technologies that can result in achieving sustainability goals without hampering the
profit potential.

